ARDEX ARDIPEG™

Taking floors to a whole new level!

An inexpensive, time-saving option for mapping elevation requirements when using ARDEX Self-Leveling Underlayments.

Key Features
- 2 1/2” (6.35 cm) pin
- Adhesive strip holds the pin securely in place during a pour
- Easy-to-cut plastic
- Convenient, easy-to-read measurements in inches and millimeters

Installation
- Packaging: 250 pieces per box
- Use a laser, transit or similar method to grid the floor
- Prep and prime the substrate
- Place and trim the pins to the appropriate height
- Install ARDEX Self-leveling Underlayment

Performance
- Sturdy material returns to its original upright position if stepped on or rolled over
- Pins become an invisible part of the matrix

For more information call the ARDEX Technical Service Department at 888-512-7339.

It remains the responsibility of the installation contractor to set the desired elevations and place the material to the appropriate depth. Leveling pins are to be used only as a guide and those using the pins should take specific depth measurements and rely on the results of those measurements for accuracy and leveling of the floor. ARDEX does not warrant that the leveling pin measurements are precise. Due to the rubber footing on the pins, inconsistencies in measurements may occur. The final flatness and levelness of the floor remains the sole responsibility of the installation contractor.